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This appeal has been preferred U/O-41 Rule 1 of CPC 

against judgment and decree dated 30-06-2018 passed by 
the learned Munsiff, No.2, Tezpur in Title Suit No.71 of 

2010, dismissing the suit of the appellant/plaintiff, and 
came up for final hearing on -26-08-2019. 

 
Learned Advocate appearing for the Appellant : - Mr. S. Borthakur 
Learned Advocate appearing for the Respondent : - Mr. B. Nath 

J   U   D G M   E N T 

1. This first appeal has been preferred by the plaintiff/appellant on being 

dissatisfied with the judgment and decree passed by Ld. Munsiff, No.2, 

Tezpur dated 30-06-2018, vide T.S No- 71 of 2010, whereby the learned trial 

court dismissed the suit on contest with cost.  
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2. Upon admission of the appeal for hearing, the notice was issued to the 

respondents and the original case record of Title Suit no-71/ 2010 was called 

for and subsequently received. 

3. In order to decide the appeal, let me describe, in brief, the facts leading to 

this appeal:-- 

PLAINTIFF/APPELLANT’S CASE 

4. Case of the plaintiff/appellant appears to be in a narrow campus is that the 

plaintiff purchased 3 Kathas 6.5 Lessas of land out of total 1 Bigha 1 Katha 

13 Lessas of land covered under Dag No.106 of PP No. old 88/84 new 119 

situated at village – Mazgaon under Mouza- Bhairabpad, District – Sonitpur, 

Assam from its original owner/possessor Sri Amulya Sharma, son of Tilak 

Sarmah vide registered sale deed No.1968/82 and got delivery of possession 

of the said land from the date of purchase. That 1 Bigha 1 Katha 13 Lessas 

of land covered under Dag No.106 originally belonged to T.C. Sarmah and 

after amicable partition of the land between the heirs and successors of T.C. 

Sarmah the aforementioned measuring 3 Katha 6.5 Lessas of land fell in the 

share of Amulya Sarmah (since deceased) who was in possession of the 

same till the date of sale to the plaintiff. That 3 Katha 6.5 lessas of land is 

half share of total and measuring 1 Bigha 1 Katha 13 Lessas which falls in 

the northern portion of the land. The remaining 3 Kathas 6.5 Lessas of land 

in the southern portion of the total 1 Bigha 1 Katha 13 Lessas of land under 

the aforesaid Dag are originally belonged to and in possession of Sri Narayan 

Sarma Borthakur, son of Late Bhogram Sarma Borthakur. Narayan Sarmah 

Borthakur gifted the same 3 Katha 6.5 Lessas of land to his son Sri Gobind 

Chandra Borthakur vide registered Gift deed No.2596/1975. Gobind Chandra 

Borthakur sold his portion of land to the plaintiff vide registered Sale deed 

No.978/1993 and delivered the said possession of land to the plaintiff on the 

date of sale. Thus, the plaintiff became then absolute owner and possessor 

of total 1 Bigha 1 Katha 13 Lessas of land covered under Dag No.106 PP No. 

old 88 new 123/119 by right of lawful purchase. The plaintiff entrusted his 

brother in law Sri Sarbeswar Tamuli whose residence situated on the 
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southern boundary of total 1 Bigha 1 Katha 13 Lessas of land to look after, 

manage and maintain the land owned by the plaintiff. That the defendant 

who have no right, title and interest over any portion of 1 Bigha 1 Katha 13 

Lessas of land belonging to the plaintiff, on 09-07-2010 forcibly entered into 

the said land and took forcible possession of the half southern portion of 1 

Bigha 1 Katha 13 Lessas of land. That said forcible possession of the 

defendant was informed to the plaintiff by his brother-in-law. On being asked 

by the plaintiff, the defendant No.1 told the plaintiff that the southern half 3 

Kathas 6.5 Lessas of land belonged to his father Late Mukeswar Borthakur 

and also he has occupied the land and will not vacate. The defendant also 

constructed a pucca Assam type house over the suit land. Hence, this suit.    

DEFENDANT/RESPONDANT’S CASE 

5. The defendants/respondents contested case of plaintiff by filling written 

statement both in law and facts. The case of defendant/respondent appears 

to be in short campus is that the defendant stated that the claim of the 

plaintiff about the purchase of the land are nothing but out of fraud and 

hence such purchase is illegal and hence not valid in the eye of law. All the 

alleged execution of the sale deed are made illegality and made by 

defrauding with the legal heirs of Late T.C. Sarmah. That T.C. Sarmah had 5 

sons namely Amulya Sarmah, Mukeswar Sarmah @ Borthakur, Dadhiram 

Sarmah, Tankeswsar Sarmah and Indreswar Sarmah and two daughters 

namely Nandeswari Sarmah and Kukheswari Sarmah. That all the said legal 

heirs had equal share to the plot of land owned by T.C. Sarmah. Defendant 

No.1 is the son of Mukeswsar Sarma @ Borthakur and the land of T.C. 

Sarmah has not been portioned yet among the legal heirs. The defendant 

denied possession of the plaintiff over any portion of the land covered under 

Dag No.106 of PP No.119 old 128 new. That in the PP No.119 old 128 new 

there are as many as three Dag numbers i.e. Dag No.106, 290 and 883 and 

the total plot of land in the said patta is 3 Bigha 4 Kathas and in the said 

patta there are as many as 14 pattadars including defendant No.1 and the 

said plot of land has not been portioned in the name of the said pattadars. 
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That the plaintiff is not the owner and possessor of the said plot of land at 

any point of time and all the legal heirs of Bhogram Sarmah Borthakur as 

well as Tilak Chandra Sarmah were jointly enjoying in the said plot of land as 

owner, possessor and paying land revenue regularly. That the defendant 

No.1 is the legal heir of Late Mukeswar Sarmah Borthakur and Mukeswar 

Sarmah is the son of Late T.C. Sarmah. That the suit land is an undivided 

property of make Hindus namely Bhogram Sarmah Borthakur and T.C. 

Sarmah and all the legal heirs have equal share to the said suit properties 

and as such plaintiff has not right, tile and interest over the said plot of land.  

In view of the above, this defendant prayed for dismissal of the suit with 

costs. 

ISSUES 

6. Upon the pleadings of both the sides the learned trial Court has framed the 

following issues :  

(1) Whether the suit is maintainable?  
(2) Whether there is any cause of action for the suit?  
(3) Whether the suit is barred by limitation?  
(4) Whether the plaintiff has right, title and interest in respect of   

  the plaint schedule ‘A’ land?  
(5) Whether the plaintiff is entitled to get the decree as prayed   

  for? 

7. And during trial, plaintiff /appellant adduced both ocular and documentary 

forms of evidences and per contra the defendant side did not examine any 

witness.  

8. After hearing both sides, the learned trial court by the impugned judgment 

dated 30-06-2018 dismissed the suit with cost. On being aggrieved and 

dissatisfied with the impugned judgment, the plaintiff/appellant preferred the 

present appeal, upon the following grounds: -- 

GROUNDS OF APPEAL 

1. That the learned Munsiff has committed both error of law and fact at the 
time of passing the impugned judgment and decree appeal against.  

2. That the learned Munsiff did not apply her mind judiciously at the time of 
passing judgment and decree appeal against, hence said judgment and 
decree bad in the eyes of law. 

3. That the learned Munsiff has committed great mistake and error in fact 
and law at the time of passing of judgment and decree against the 
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appellant/plaintiff.  
4. That the respondent /defendant could not prove its case as per pleadings 

as the respondent/defendant did not file affidavit-in-evidence to support 
its case.  

5. That the learned Munsiff ought to have taken the value of evidence of 
PW-3 as he was not cross-examined.  

6. That the learned Munsiff No.2 ought to reply the Ext.1 and in order to 
prove a sale deed, it is not necessary to bring attesting witness.  

7. That the learned Munsiff No.2 wrongly decided the Issue No.4 against 
the appellant/plaintiff.  

8. That the learned Munsiff failed to apprise evidence regarding 
dispossession of the appellant/plaintiff.  

9. That the appellant /plaintiff above to prove that he was in possession of 
the schedule B land and also his title. 

10. That the judgment and decree passed by learned Munsiff No.2, Tezpur, 
and Sonitpur is not in accordance with the pleadings and evidence, 
hence, the said judgment and decree is liable to be set aside.  

11. That the impugned judgment and decree appeal against suffers from 
illegality causing miscarriage of justice and against all cannons of law 
hence liable to be set aside.  
          

EVIDENCE OF PLAINTIFF/APPELLANT’S SIDE 

9. To decide the contentions of the appellant/plaintiff let us reproduce some 

relevant portions of the evidences adduced by plaintiff/appellant side.  

10. Plaintiff examined as many as four nos. of witnesses and relied upon on 

certain documents. PW-1 submitted his examination-in-chief through 

affidavit supporting and reproducing the entire contents of the plaint and he 

exhibited the following documents:- 

 Ext.1  : certified copy of registered sale deed dated    

     26-04-1982 

 Ext.2  : certified copy of registered gift deed  

    No.2596/75 

Ext.3  : photocopy of registered sale deed  
     no.978/93 

Ext.4  : Photocopy of old Jamabandi of PP No.88 of  
     village Majgaon under Mouza- Bhairabpad 

Ext.5  : Photocopy of old Jamabandi of PP No.88 new  
     123/119 of village Majgaon under Mouza-  
     Bhairabpad   
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  Ext.6  : Photocopy of new Jamabandi of PP No. old 119  
     new 128 of village Majgaon under Mouza-  
     Bhairabpad   
 Ext.7  : trace map 
  Ext.8 (A) to 8(c): Photocopy of revenue paying receipt  

 

11. PW-1 in his cross-examination deposed that at first he purchased land in the 

year 1983 from Amulya Sarma, son of Bhogram Sarma. The total land was 

measuring 1 Bigha 13 Lessas. Out of the land measuring 1 Bigha 13 Lessas, 

he purchased 3 Katha 6 ½ lessas of land. Dag No. of the said land was 106, 

but he forgot the patta no. The boundary of the total land measuring 1 

Bigha 13 Lessas is: North- Puspa Kalita, Senai Bora, Durlav Kalita, South- 

Mahendra Bora, Keshab Borta and Bibhu Bora, East- not remember and on 

West- not remember exactly, later said Sarbeswar Tamuli. The boundary of 

land measuring  3 Katha 6 ½ lessas purchased by him is :  North- Senai 

Bora, Kenai Sarma, South- Keshab Bora, Bibhu Bora and Sarbeswar Tamuli, 

East – not remember and West – Mahandra Boira, Keshab Bora and Bibhu 

Bora. Then the witness said again, he purchased land measuring 3 Katha 6 

½ lessas from the same patta from Gobinda Sarmah in the year 1993. The 

boundary of this land is: North – Late Senai Bora, South- Kenai Bora, East- 

his own land and west- Keshab Bora and Mahendra Bora. Prior to purchase 

of the land, he verified the land documents. The land purchased by him 

previously belonged to Amulya Sarma. Amulya Sarmah got this land from his 

father Bhogram Sarma. He has five children including Amulya. They are, 

Amulya Sarma, Mukheswar Sarma, Dadhiram Sarma, Tankeswar Sarma and 

Indreswar Sarma. He does not know if they had two sisters. The land 

purchased by him earlier belonged to father of Amulya Sarma. In the deed, 

Ext.5 filed by him, the land which he purchased was not partitioned among 

the brothers of Amulya. He has not submitted any document in respect of 

the land that he first purchased from father of Amulya showing the partition 

of land amongst the brothers of Amulya.  He has not impleaded the brothers 

and sisters of Amulya in the suit. Defendant No.1 is the son Mukheswar 

Borthakur, the brother of the Amulya Borthakur. At the time of his first 
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purchase the said land was not partitioned amongst the brothers of Amulya. 

He purchased the second land (measuring 3 Katha 6 ½ lessas) from 

Gobinda Borthakur, son of Narayan Borthakur. The land which he purchased 

from Gobinda Borthakur originally belonged to Narayan Borthakur.  The 

name of father of Narayan Borthakur was Bhogram Borthakur. The land of 

Narayan Borthakur originally belonged to Bhogram Sarma Borthakur. 

Narayan had five brothers. The names of brothers of Narayan were, 

Mukheswar Borthakur, Indreswar Borthakur, Tankeswar Borthakur and 

another’s name is Kenai, so far he knows. The brothers of Narayan were 

impleaded in the suit. The second land that he purchased was not portioned 

amongst the brothers of Narayan. He did not look after the entire land 

purchased by him but Sarbeswar used to look after the same on his behalf. 

There is no mentioned in Ext.1 and 3 that the first land purchased (from 

Amulaya) situated on the North on the total land and the land purchased 

from Gobinda is situated on the south, vide Ext.1 and 2. In Ext.1 all the 

brothers of Amulya were not citied as witnesses. The schedule B of the suit 

land was mutated in the name of defendant No.1 (Ranjan Borthakur) in the 

year 2010. He has not prayed before the court for cancellation of the 

mutation in the name of Ranjan Borthakur. He does not know if he has 

mentioned in his plaint that the first land purchased by him belonged to Tilak 

Sarma and after his death, said land was mutually portioned amongst his 

heirs and a portion of land measuring 3 Katha 6 ½ Lessas falls in the share 

of Amulya Sarma, as mentioned in the para No.2 of his affidavit. In para 

No.2 of this affidavit he has mentioned that he heard from Amulya Sarma, 

Narayan Borthakur and Gobinda Sarma in respect of mutual partition of land 

of Tilak Sarma. None out of them has given evidence in his favour. He 

doesn’t know if the B schedule land enjoyed by Mukheswar Sarma on behalf 

of others brothers of Amulya Sarma. There are several pattadars in the suit 

patta but he does not know if any partition is made amongst them. He 

doesn’t know where from Ext.2 is obtained. There is no mention of 

acceptance of the land by donee in Ext.2 as the donated land was not 
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accepted by the donee. Gobinda Ch. Borthakur never enjoyed the donated 

land. The deeds vide Ext.1, 2 and 3, submitted by him are not valid as per 

law. He has not specific knowledge about the suit land, and his son may 

know better.     

12. PW-2, PW-3 and PW-4 submitted their evidence in chief through affidavit by 

reproducing the contents of plaint but they failed to appear before the court 

to face cross-examination by the defendants/respondents side.  

DISCUSSIONS, DECISIONS & REASONS FOR SUCH DECISIONS 

13. On careful perusal of the judgment and order passed by the learned Munsiff 

No-2, Sonitpur, Tezpur this court in the forthcoming discussions, shall try to 

the decide the following pertinent questions:-  

1. Whether learned Munsiff No-2, Sonitpur, Tezpur rightly 

decided and answered the issues no- 4 against the 

plaintiff/appellant? 

2. Whether learned Munsiff No-2, Sonitpur, Tezpur rightly 

dismissed the suit of plaintiff/appellant providing sufficient 

reasons? 

3. Whether learned Munsiff No-2, Sonitpur, Tezpur appreciated 

the evidences adduced by the plaintiff/appellant properly 

leaving no stone unturned?  

4. Whether findings of learned Munsiff No-2, Sonitpur, and 

Tezpur are based upon lawful consideration and settled 

provisions of law? 

14. Taking notes, upon the questions formulated by the court in the upcoming 

discussions this first appellate court shall try to answer the questions above 

including the grounds of appeal of appellant in the light of evidence adduced 

by the plaintiff/appellant in original suit. 

15. Issue No.4:- Whether the plaintiff has any right, title and interest 

over the suit land? The plaintiff/appellant Ramani Mohan Kalita being 

aggrieved with the judgment and decree pronounced and delivered by 

Munsiff No.2, Sonitpur, Tezpur dated 30-06-2018 preferred instant appeal 
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raising sustainability, legality and enforceability of discussion and decision of 

learned court below pertaining to Issue No.4. The appellant side in the 

Memo. of Appeal firmly claimed that the plaintiff/appellant had purchased 3 

Kathas 6.5 Lessas of land described in schedule A of the plaint through 

registered sale deed No.1968/82 from its original owner called Amulya 

Sarma and took delivery of possession and mutated his name. It is further 

pleaded by the plaintiff/appellant that originally land measuring 1 Bigha 1 

Katha 13 Lessas belonged to one T.C. Sarma and on his death, his legal 

heirs partitioned the property amongst themselves and aforesaid 3 Kathas 

6.5 lessas of land fell into the share of Amulya Sarma from whom he 

purchased vide sale deed No.1968/82 and remaining land measuring 3 

Kathas 6.5 Lessas described in schedule B of the plaint was purchased 

from one Gobind Chandra Borthakur vide deed No.978/1993 and said Gobind 

Chandra Borthakur got the land from Narayan Sarma Borthakur thorough 

gift deed No.2596/1975 and consequently he became the owner of suit A 

and B schedule land but defendants forcefully occupied the land on 09-07-

2010 and claimed themselves to be the owners of the suit property and the 

appellant side argued that the learned trial court wrongly answered Issue 

No.4 against the appellant without discussing the actual evidence presented 

by plaintiff/appellant.  

16. As such, considering the pleadings on record let us discuss Issue No.4 at the 

outset to ascertain whether the plaintiff/appellant got any right, title and 

interest over the suit property? It disclosed from the record of learned court 

below that the plaintiff/appellant adduced evidence in chief of 4 nos. of 

witnesses, but two witnesses i.e. PW-2 and PW-4 failed to face the cross-

examination as both of them expired and another witness PW-3 was not 

cross-examined as he failed to appear for his cross-examination. Hence, it is 

seen that out of four witnesses, the evidence of PW- 2, PW-3 and PW-4 not 

required to be deliberated as they failed to appear for their cross-

examination.  

17. Accordingly, the sole testimony of PW-1 will play an important role in respect 
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of ascertaining right, title and interest of the plaintiff/appellant over the suit 

A and B schedule land. The defendant/respondents in their written 

statement emphatically acknowledged that Late Tilak Chandra Sarma was 

the original owner of the suit land and the plaintiff/appellant with intention 

to defraud the legal heirs of said T.C. Sarma prepared the alleged sale deed 

by means of fraud. It is further pleaded by the defendants/respondents in 

their written statement that said T.C. Sarma had five sons namely, Amulya 

Sarmah, Mukeswar Sarmah @ Borthakur, Dadhiram Sarmah, Tankeswsar 

Sarmah and Indreswar Sarmah and two daughters namely Nandeswari 

Sarmah and Kukheswari Sarmah. After death of said T. C. Sarma, said legal 

heirs had equal shares of the plot of land owned by T. C. Sarma. The 

defendants/respondents further pleaded that the suit property not being 

partitioned amongst them, all the legal heirs of said T.C. Sarma jointly 

possessed said property and defendant No.1 is the legal heir of (L) 

Mukeswar Sarmah and his father was T.C. Sarma. It is further pleaded by 

the defendants/respondents that suit property is undivided property of 

Bhogram Sarma Borthakur and T.C. Sarma and all of them have shares upon 

the properties in question.  

18. In the instant dispute, the primary burden lies upon the plaintiff/appellant to 

establish the fact that he has purchased the suit A and B schedule property 

from Amulya Sarma and one Gobind Sarma Borthakur and out of his two 

vendors Amulya Sarma inherited the said property from his father T.C. 

Sarma and sold out A schedule land in his favour on execution of registered 

sale deed in the year 1982 and another vendor Gobind Sarma Borthakur 

received schedule B land from Narayan Chandra Borthakur though a gift 

deed No.2596/1975 and sold his portion to plaintiff vide deed No.978/1993. 

The appellant/plaintiff to establish those facts adduced both ocular and 

documentary forms of evidences. He in his evidence-in-chief exhibited 

certified copy of registered sale deed executed in his favour by Amulya 

Sarma in the year 1982 as Ext.1 and further exhibited gift deed of Narayan 

Chandra Borthakur executed in favour of Gobind Chandra Borthakur as Ext.2 
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and the registered sale deed executed in his favour by Gobind Chandra 

Borthakur as Ext.3. The plaintiff /appellant further exhibited the certified 

copy of Jamabandi as Exts.4, 5 and 6 and one trace map as Ext.7 and rent 

receipt as Ext.8. The genuineness of the certified copies of Exts.1, 2 and 3 

were not proved by the plaintiff/appellant during the trial before the learned 

trial court and further genuineness of the certified copies of Jamabandis, 

Myadi Patta were not been proved by examining any official witness.  

19. Section 61 of Indian Evidence Act affords provisions for proving the contents 

of documents and such provisions enunciated that contents of documents 

may be proved either by primary or secondary evidence. Section 74 of 

Indian Evidence Act provides the following as public document (a) 

documents forming the acts or record of acts (i) Sovereign Authority (ii) of 

official Bodies and Tribunal and (iii) of public officers legislative, judicial and 

executive or (of any part) of Indian or the Commonwealth of foreign country 

(2) Public record kept in any state of private documents. Undoubtedly, a 

Certified copy is secondary form of evidence of its original and as per section 

77 Indian Evidence Act certified copy of public documents is admissible as 

per section 65 (e) of Evidence Act. From the settled propositions of law it 

categorically disclosed before this court that a sale deed is not public 

document within the meaning of section 74 Indian Evidence Act. It is a 

private document kept in the nature of public documents. Since, the Sale 

Deed is not a public document as such certified copy of the same is not 

admissible unless section 65 (c) of Indian Evidence Act is fulfilled. Section 65 

(c) of Indian Evidence Act enumerated the circumstances when secondary 

evidence may be lead with leave of the court. If the plaintiff is able to fulfill 

the criteria of section 65 Indian Evidence Act then leave may be taken by 

plaintiff to lead secondary evidence of Sale Deed.  

20. During the trial the plaintiff/appellant side simply exhibited certified copies of 

registered sale deed as Ext-1 and Ext-3. The plaintiff/appellant side failed to 

explain as to whereabouts of the original of those documents. Even, the 

plaintiff/appellant side failed to obtain any leave from the court before 
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adducing secondary forms of evidences before this court. As such, the PW-1 

has failed to fulfill the requirement of section 65 (c) of Indian Evidence Act.  

21. The genuineness of those exhibited documents submitted in the form of 

certified copies not proved before this court by calling any official witnesses 

before this court. Hence, it is seen that the documentary evidence vide 

Exts.1, 2 and 3 not accurately proved by the plaintiff side in compliance with 

the settled provisions of law.  

22. Plaintiff stated in his plaint that the purchased land fell in the share of 

Amulya Sarma after amicable partition and during his cross-examination he 

testified that Amulya Sarma got the land from his father Bhogram Sarma and 

including Amulya Sarma, his father had five sons namely, Amulya Sarmah, 

Mukeswar Sarmah, Dadhiram Sarmah, Tankeswsar Sarmah and Indreswar 

Sarmah. The plaintiff/appellant specified in his plaint that Amulya Sarma is 

son of Tilok Sarma but in his cross-examination he clarified that he is son of 

Bhogram Sarma. PW-1 in his cross-examination further deposed that his 

purchased land was not amicably partitioned among the brothers and sisters 

of Amulya Sarma. In fact when he purchased the suit land was not portioned 

among the brothers of Amulya. He himself deposed in his cross-examination 

that the deeds vide Ext.1, 2 and 3, submitted by him are not valid as per 

law. That part of his evidence makes it clear that all the deeds exhibited by 

plaintiff are not valid as per law and further at the time of his purchase he 

the land in question not partitioned amongst the legal heirs of T.C Sarma 

and Bhogaram Bhorthakur. Plaintiff/appellant himself stated in his cross-

examination that he has not obtained any such NOC from the brothers and 

sisters of Amulya. 

23. The plaintiff/appellant further claimed in his plaint that the other heirs and 

successors of Tilok Sarma were present at the time of execution of 

registered Sale deed No.1968/82 and they are namely, (1) Mukheswar 

Sarma, (2) Indeshwar Sarma and (3) Tankeswar Sarma and they put their 

signature on the said deed as witnesses of the execution. It is the settled 

provisions of law that plaintiff has to prove or establish the facts asserted by 
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him in his pleadings. So, it is the burden of the plaintiff to establish such 

pleadings by adducing cogent and probable evidence. The copies of sale 

deeds vide Ext-1 & Ext-3 does not show all the brothers of Amulya Sarma as 

the witness to the aforesaid sale which is even admitted by the plaintiff 

himself. As such from the plaintiffs evidence it is not proved that the 

purchased land of the plaintiff exclusively belonged to Amulya Sarma in 

order to create a right to sell the land to the plaintiff. The plaintiff/appellant 

even failed to prove the execution of the sale deed No.1968/82 dated 26-04-

1982. 

24. Now coming to the purchase of schedule B land by the plaintiff/appellant 

from one Gobinda Bhorthakur this court finds that plaintiff/appellant in his 

plaint further stated that he purchased the remaining half of the total land of 

1 Bigha 1 Katha 13 Lessas covered by Dag No.106 which consists of 3 Katha 

6.5 Lessas and falls in the southern side of 1 Bigha 1 Katha 13 Lessas vide 

registered sale deed no. 978/93 dated 28-05-1993 from Gobind Chandra 

Borthakur, son of Narayan Sarma Borthakur. The said land was gifted to 

Gobind Chandra Borthakur by his father vide registered gift deed 

No.2596/1975 dated 20-03-1975 and Gobind Ch. Borthakur accepted the gift 

and was in possession of the said land as owner thereof mutating his name 

in the record of right and paid land revenue thereof. Controverting his 

statement the plaintiff/appellant in his cross-examination stated that Gobind 

Ch. Borthakur did not accept the gift and that he was never in possession of 

the gifted land. From the oral evidence of PW-1, it may be safely concluded 

here by way of observing that plaintiff/appellant failed to prove that the land 

purchased vide registered sale deed No.978/93 exclusively belongs to 

Gobind Ch. Borthakur. 

25. In respect of certified copies of Jamabandi those were exhibited in forms of 

certified copies this court finds that genuineness of those documents were 

not been proved before this court by calling any official witnesses. The 

aforesaid documents disclosed that there many pattadars of the suit land 

and plaintiff himself admitted that suit land was not partitioned amongst the 
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legal heirs of its original owner at the time when he purchase the suit land 

and such facts forced the court to draw adverse presumptions against the 

pleadings of the plaintiff that he become absolute owner of the suit land.  

26. Therefore in the light of all the aforesaid discussions this court first appellate 

court is of considered opinion that plaintiff/appellant failed to establish and 

prove that his vendors namely Amulya Sarma and Gobinda Bhorthakur was 

have any exclusive valid right, title, interest and possession over the suit 

land at the time of execution of alleged sale deeds in his favour. The 

plaintiff/appellant himself admitted that the land in questions not partitioned 

amongst the legal heirs of original owner and he had not obtained any NOC 

from other sharers at the time of his purchase. He further admitted that 

Gobinda Bhorthakur not accepted any gift and if that is true then how 

Gobinda Bhorthakur executed registered sale deed in favour of 

plaintiff/appellant in the year 1993. Furthermore, the plaintiff failed to prove 

the alleged sale deeds or contents of those deeds in compliance with the 

settled propositions of law.  

27. In the result from the aforesaid discussions this court is constrained to opine 

that plaintiff/appellant failed to establish his right, title and interest over the 

suit land. Accordingly, the findings of the learned court bellow not deserves 

any interference from this court and same is upheld.  

28. In respect of discussions and decisions of remaining issues neither side 

raised any objection. As such this court thinks it deem fit and proper to 

reproduce the discussions and decisions of learned court bellow pertaining to 

all those issues.   

29. In the result the judgment pronounced and delivered by the ld. Munsiff No.2, 

Tezpur, Sonitpur needs no interference and deserves to be upheld. 

Accordingly, the first appeal is dismissed with cost. 

30. Prepare a decree accordingly. The appeal is disposed of on contest with cost.  

31. Send down the Case Record, along with a copy of this judgment to the ld. 

Court. Given under my hand & seal of the Court on the 7th September’2019. 
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(N. J. Haque) 
             Civil Judge 

                         Tezpur, Sonitpur 
Dictated and corrected by me. 

 

 

 

 

 

Dictation taken and  

Transcribed be me: 

        

(J. K Muru), Steno.      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(N. J. Haque) 

Civil Judge 

Sonitpur, Tezpur 
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ANNEXURE 

Plaintiff Witnesses:   
i PW-1     : Ramani Mohan Kalita 
ii PW-2     : Gobind Chandra Borthakur 
iii PW-3     : Sarbeswar Tamuli 
iv PW-4     : Durlav Chandra Kalita 

         
Plaintiff Exhibits:  

i Ext.3   : photocopy of registered sale deed no.978/93 
ii Ext.4   : Photocopy of old Jamabandi of PP No.88 of  

     village Majgaon under Mouza- Bhairabpad 
iii Ext.5   : Photocopy of old Jamabandi of PP No.88 new  

     123/119 of village Majgaon under Mouza-  
     Bhairabpad   

iv Ext.6   : Photocopy of new Jamabandi of PP No. old 119  
     new 128 of village Majgaon under Mouza-  
     Bhairabpad   

v Ext.8(A) to 8(c) : Photocopy of revenue paying receipt  
 
Defendant Witnesses:  NIL 
 
Defendant Exhibits  : NIL 

 
 

(N. J. Haque) 
                                                                                                 Civil Judge 

                         Tezpur, Sonitpur 


